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Abstract
Existing depth-based approaches to predicting anthro-
pometric measurements, such as body height, arm span
and hip circumference, either directly compute the measure-
ments on 3D point clouds, and thus are sensitive to noise,
or fit a model to the observed depth values, which typically
is time-consuming. In this paper, we rely on the intuition
that, to predict a specific anthropometric measurement, one
does not need to have detailed information about the entire
body shape. We therefore introduce an approach to anthro-
pometry based on a random regression forest trained from
local depth cues. The local predictions are then accumu-
lated into one global, image-level anthropometric measure-
ment prediction. We introduce a forest refinement scheme,
whose objective function directly relies on both the image-
level prediction, as well as on the local predictions’ relia-
bility. The resulting approach has the advantage of being
both computationally highly efficient and accurate.
1. Introduction
Accurately and rapidly estimating anthropometric mea-
surements, e.g., body height, hip circumference or shoul-
der breadth, could have a high impact in many applications,
such as soft-biometrics for person re-identification, medi-
cal health diagnosis, and online garment shopping. Until
recently, existing methods and commercial software [19,
35, 40] typically required high-quality 3D scans as input,
which limited their applicability. Thanks to the growing
availability of low-cost, real-time depth sensors, automatic,
computer-based anthropometry has now the potential to be-
come much more generally accessible. However, this would
require developing efficient algorithms that have low hard-
ware requirements and are robust to noise and occlusions.
Existing approaches to depth- or 3D-based anthropome-
try can be roughly classified into two categories. The first
one consists of methods that directly estimate the measure-
ments from the input point clouds [32, 6, 33, 5, 39]. These
techniques typically rely on heuristics, and require the sub-
ject to stay in a reference pose and be completely visible
by the sensor. As a consequence, they are quite sensitive
to pose variation, sensor noise and occlusions. By contrast,
the second category of methods perform anthropometry by
first fitting a model to the depth data, and then estimating
the measurements on the fitted model [12, 42, 13, 47, 43,
23, 40]. While this makes these approaches more robust to
noise, the model-fitting step is usually time-consuming, and
thus ill-suited for interactive and real-time applications, or
for environments where hardware cost and power consump-
tion are critical.
Here, we propose to overcome these limitations by re-
lying on the following intuition: To predict a specific an-
thropometric measurement, one typically does not require
observing the detailed shape of the complete human body;
only portions of the body are sufficient. Following this intu-
ition, we introduce an approach based on random regression
forests, where we estimate an anthropometric measurement
by accumulating the predictions obtained from local evi-
dence. The benefits of our approach are twofold: First, by
relying on local predictions, it is robust to noise and oc-
clusions; second, it circumvents the expensive model-fitting
procedure, and thus enables very efficient inference.
More specifically, given a depth image, our approach
extracts depth features from local regions, each of which
predicts the anthropometric measurement of interest using
a random regression forest. In other words, we have ac-
cess to multiple predictions of the anthropometric measure-
ment, which we can then accumulate to improve robustness
to noise. In principle, we are not truly interested in the lo-
cal predictions, but in the global one. A standard random
forest, however, is typically trained to maximize the accu-
racy of the individual predictions. We therefore introduce
a new forest refinement procedure that optimizes a global
prediction score based on the accumulated local predictions.
Furthermore, we show how the reliability estimation of the
local predictions can also be refined and employed in our
framework to further improve prediction accuracy.
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Figure 1. Method Overview. Based on RF activation patterns Φ(xi) of randomly sampled points xi, we predict local estimates yi and
their reliability ri, by introducing two sets of leaf weights (w, s). These weights are trained jointly to minimize the loss on the aggregated
estimate yˆ.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach at ac-
curately predicting diverse anthropometric measurements
from real and synthetic data representing different human
body shapes and poses, depicted by Fig. 1, and different
levels of occlusion. Our experiments evidence the bene-
fits of our method over several baselines in terms of both
speed and accuracy. Furthermore, we show that our global
prediction and reliability refinement strategy outperforms
standard random regression forests and existing refinement
schemes [30]. Finally, we demonstrate that our approach
extends effortlessly, yet with state-of-the-art speed and ac-
curacy, to performing anthropometry from silhouettes.
2. Related Work
Existing methods for depth-based anthropometry can be
roughly grouped into those that directly estimate the mea-
surements from a point cloud, and those that first fit a model
to the observations and obtain the measurements from this
fitted model. We now review these two types of approaches.
When one is provided with a high-quality 3D scan of
the human body, anthropometric measurements can be ex-
tracted directly from the 3D point cloud. This is typi-
cally the strategy employed by commercial software and
several other techniques [19, 35, 37]. In practice, how-
ever, such perfect data is difficult and expensive to obtain.
One therefore has to deal with the noisy measurements pro-
vided by consumer depth cameras, such as the Microsoft
Kinect. To this end, [32] proposed to fuse the information
acquired from multiple Kinect sensors. Similarly, [6, 39]
acquire multiple frames of a person in a fixed pose with a
Kinect and combine these observations to obtain the com-
plete human body shape. In both cases, heuristics are then
employed to directly compute the anthropometric measure-
ments from the resulting point cloud. There is a vast liter-
ature on multi-view 3D and 4D shape reconstruction from
multiple cameras [14, 16, 17, 46], multiple depth sensors or
depth sequences [33, 5, 21, 20, 44, 2, 45]. In principle, any
of these methods could be used to produce a high-quality
point cloud, from which anthropometric measurements can
be computed. Unfortunately these methods, and those men-
tioned above, rely on having multiple views of the person,
which limits their applicability. Furthermore, directly ex-
tracting the anthropometric measurements from the result-
ing point clouds will be sensitive to noise and occlusion.
By contrast, model-based techniques first attempt to fit
a model to the observed data, which makes them more ro-
bust to noise. In this context, the SCAPE model [1] is the
most popular one, but other models [12, 11, 4, 24, 48, 18]
have been investigated, or could potentially be used for
this purpose. In particular, [13] and [47] follow a proce-
dure based on the Iterative Closest Point algorithm to fit a
SCAPE model to observed point clouds. In [43] and [23],
the SCAPE model is employed to obtain the human body
shape under the garments worn by the subject. More di-
rectly related to anthropometry, [42] optimize the SCAPE
parameters to jointly maximize the overlap of the projected
model with the RGB-silhouette and minimize the distance
between corresponding points on the model and on an input
range image. The anthropometric measurements are then
obtained from the SCAPE parameters via linear regression.
In [40], anthropometric measurements are predicted from
global and local geodesic features extracted from a Blend-
SCAPE model fitted to the data. While effective at handling
noise, fitting a model to the observed data is typically time
consuming. Therefore, the above-mentioned techniques are
ill-suited for applications where run-time efficiency is a re-
quirement. By contrast, [41] exploits the KinectSDK [36]
to obtain a human skeleton from which they extract some
body measurements and infer others by hand-crafted heuris-
tics and regression. This method, however, requires the full
skeleton to be visible in a reference pose, and relies on an
accurate detection of each joint. Furthermore, it is ill-suited
to predict certain measurements, such as girth and foot size,
which limits its applicability.
In short, the model-free approaches are typically sensi-
tive to noise and often rely on multiple views, whereas the
model-based methods are computationally expensive. In
this paper, we overcome these limitations by relying on the
assumption that, to predict a particular anthropometric mea-
surement, one does not need to have a complete, detailed
view of the human body. We therefore rely on the collective
power of multiple local predictions, which lets us achieve
versatility, efficiency and robustness to noise and occlusion.
3. Method
We now introduce our model-free approach to depth-
based anthropometry. We first propose to make use of
random regression forests to predict anthropometric mea-
surements from local depth features. We then introduce a
novel forest refinement strategy that intuitively models the
relationship between local evidence and optimizes for the
global, image-level estimate. Importantly, our refinement
strategy is not specific to depth-based anthropometry, but
applies generally to problems where one seeks to aggregate
multiple local estimates into a global prediction.
3.1. Random Forests for Anthropometry
Given a depth image, our goal is to predict a specific an-
thropometric measurement, such as the hip circumference,
or the body height. To this end, we propose to make use of
random forests, which have proven effective and efficient at
diverse regression tasks [38, 34, 9, 29, 27, 15, 28].
For our purpose, directly working at the level of the com-
plete image would be ill-suited, since it would be highly
sensitive to the pose of the subject and to the viewpoint of
the sensor. We therefore follow an approach based on local
evidence. More specifically, we randomly sample Ns ob-
servable center pixels in each depth image, and make use
of fast and depth-invariant features [34] to represent each
such center. These features encode depth differences be-
tween the center pixel and other pixels located at randomly
chosen offsets, which will be selected while learning the de-
cision forest. The features are parametrized by the maximal
offset range, which regulates the radius of spatial support
around each point. We found a maximal offset of±125pxm
to capture enough context so as to let the forest discover
non-obvious correlations between the body parts. The depth
differences are then thresholded at values τ , learned during
training, thus yielding a binary decision.
This combination of random forest and depth-difference
features has several beneficial properties. First, it can cope
effortlessly with regression tasks on arbitrarily different
input (depth map) and output domains (anthropometrics).
Second, the features are inherently invariant to 3D transla-
tion. Third, only one path through the tree is explored at
test-time, and the features can be computed efficiently ”on
the fly”. These properties enable rapid training, good gen-
eralization, and highly efficient inference that can be per-
formed on cheap hardware with low power consumption.
Altogether, this makes our approach better-suited to our task
than CNNs, which, to our knowledge, have not been applied
to depth-based anthropometry.
Below, we discuss our learning procedure to obtain local,
per-sample predictions. In Section 3.2, we then introduce
our novel forest refinement strategy modeling the fact that
we are not interested in local, patch-level predictions, but in
a single, global, image-level one.
Learning the forest structure. Since our approach to
predicting a global estimate from local samples is formu-
lated as a forest refinement strategy, we first need to obtain
a forest structure. The refinement then optimizes the leaf
weights, while keeping the tree structure fixed. Learning
the forest structure can be thought of as learning a feature
extractor to describe a sample point.
To this end, we make use of gradient boosting and of
the differential Gaussian information gain as an objective
function [10]. We train the trees sequentially, with every
tree becoming an expert on the error of its predecessor. The
final prediction then has the form
yˆrawT (x) = y¯ +
T∑
t=1
γtrt(x) , (1)
where y¯ is the mean value over the training data, and rt(x)
is the quantity predicted by the tth tree to compensate for
the remaining residual error. The weights γt determine the
influence of each tree in the final prediction. Once tree t
has been trained, this weight is optimized in a grid search
manner, so as to minimize the prediction error
γt = argmin
γ
1
|P|
∑
(x,y)∈P
(y − yˆt(x, γ))2 , (2)
where P is the training set.
Reliability-based inference. To predict an anthropomet-
ric measurement for a test depth image, we first sample cen-
ter pixels, extract the depth features at each center, and ob-
tain the prediction of each center according to the random
forest. Our goal, however, is to compute a single prediction
for the entire image, not one per center pixel. To accumulate
the local predictions, we therefore propose to make use of
the notion of local reliability. In other words, we associate
a reliability value ri to each local prediction i.
For our Raw Forest baseline, we compute ri as a function
of leaf sample variance. Specifically, let us denote by φ(xi)
the binary vector whose jth position φj(xi) has value 1 if
the local sample i has reached the corresponding leaf in the
forest, and 0 otherwise1.We define a local reliability value
as
rrawi =
∑
j|φj(xi)=1
e−σ
2
j , (3)
where σ2j is the variance of the training samples in leaf j.
1This vector concatenates the leaves of all the trees in the forest.
The most straightforward way to make use of our random
forest then consists of computing the prediction of each lo-
cal sample point using the raw boosted forest (Eq. 1), and
obtain the global, image-level prediction using a mean-shift
strategy, where each local prediction is weighted by its re-
liability value. In the next section, we introduce our novel
forest refinement strategy, which, in contrast to this base-
line, directly exploits the global prediction during training.
3.2. Reliability-Aware Global Forest Refinement
While effective, the training procedure described in Sec-
tion 3.1 treats each local sample individually. Therefore, it
ignores the fact that, ultimately, we are not interested in the
local predictions, but truly in the global, image-level one.
To address this issue, we introduce a forest refinement strat-
egy that takes into account the fact that local, per-sample
predictions (PSPs) differ in quality due to sample point lo-
cations and local occlusions, and aggregates PSPs of the
same image into a global, image-level estimate.
Note that our refinement scheme differs fundamentally
from the one proposed in [30]. While, in [30], ’global’ in-
dicates the set of all training samples, independently of the
images they come from, here, it corresponds to the set of
’local’ samples that are part of the same image. Further-
more, [30] does not exploit any notion of sample reliability,
which, for our purpose, is crucial in the presence of occlu-
sions. These differences required us to design a completely
different optimization framework.
Overview (Fig. 1). To refine the forest, we discard the leaf
weights of the ”raw” forest, and equip each leaf node with
two weights (w, s) that serve for anthropometric and local
reliability prediction, respectively. In particular, we propose
to re-use the RF structure φ(xIi ) in conjunction with these
weight vectors to obtain new local predictions (Eq. 4) and
reliabilities (Eq. 8).
We then introduce two energy terms to learn these
weights: The first one, E(w) in Eq. 6, penalizes the er-
ror of the aggregated per-image prediction y¯I (Eq 5), which
is intuitively modeled as the normalized sum of the PSPs
weighted by their new per-sample reliability rˆIi . The sec-
ond energy term, ER(s) in Eq. 9, aims to learn to estimate
the per-sample reliabilities rˆIi used for weighted aggrega-
tion (Eq. 5). To this end, we define the target reliability
value as a function of the error each PSP yˆIi produces on its
own in the current iteration (Eq. 10).
The energies E(w) and ER(s) are coupled via the per-
sample predictions yˆIi and reliabilities rˆ
I
i . We minimize the
resulting non-convex energy using an alternating SGD strat-
egy to jointly optimize the leaf weights (w, s).
Measurement prediction energy. Formally, let PI =
{(xIi , yIi )} represent the set of samples belonging to im-
age I . We model the refinement process as that of learning
weights w generating a local prediction of the form
yˆIi (w|xIi ) = wTφ(xIi ) . (4)
Since, as mentioned above, φ(·) is a binary vector whose
length is equal to the total number of leaf nodes in the forest,
this can be thought of as learning the prediction value of
each leaf. To account for the entire image, we then define
an image-level prediction as
y¯I(w) =
1∑
rˆIi
∑
{xIi }
rˆIi yˆ
I
i (w|xIi ) , (5)
where rˆIi is the current prediction of the reliability value of
sample i in image I (Eq. 8).
To make use of the global image prediction in our refine-
ment procedure, we introduce an energy of the form
E(w) =
λw
2
‖w‖22 +
1
2
∑
I∈I
∑
{xIi }
(1−rI)(yI− yˆIi (w|xIi ))2 ,
(6)
where I is the set of all training images, yI is the ground-
truth anthropometric measurement for image I , and
rI = e−(y
I−y¯I(w))2 . (7)
We employ this per-image reliability to help the learning
procedure focus on difficult images.
Reliability prediction energy. We further propose to fol-
low a similar refinement procedure for the reliability values
rIi . In particular, following the same idea as for the predic-
tions themselves, we write the reliability value of sample i
in image I as
rˆIi (s|xIi ) = sTφ(xIi ) . (8)
Here, the weights s can thus be interpreted as reliability val-
ues for the leaves, similarly to the exp(−σ2j ) in Eq. 3. We
can then write an additional energy term of the form
ER(s) =
λs
2
‖s‖22 +
1
2
∑
I∈I
∑
{xIi }
(rIi − rˆIi (s|xIi ))2 , (9)
where the target reliability measure is given by
rIi = e
−(yI−yˆIi (w|xIi ))2 , (10)
and is thus a function of the error each PSP yˆIi would pro-
duce on its own in the current iteration.
Coupled energy minimization. The per-sample predic-
tions yˆIi and reliabilities rˆ
I
i therefore couple the two ener-
gies in Eqs. 6 and 9. Our goal is to minimize the sum of
these two energies with respect to w and s. Since this is a
non-convex optimization problem, we follow an alternating
SGD procedure, where we iteratively fix s to update w and
vice-versa (for more details see Table 4 in the supplemen-
tary material). In each step, we update the variable by run-
ning a few stochastic gradient descent iterations. To exploit
the sparsity of the indicator vectors φ(x), we make use of a
lazy update strategy and update only the variables affected
by the data term.
Inference for a new image. The prediction for a image is
performed by first dropping the local samples down the for-
est trees to obtain the vectors φ(x∗i ). The local predictions
and reliability values are then computed according to Eqs. 4
and 8, respectively, using the weights w and s learned by
our refinement procedure. We then compute the image-level
prediction as before, by making use of mean-shift on the lo-
cal predictions with the reliability values as weights.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly avail-
able dataset for anthropometry. Therefore, to evaluate our
method on a large set of different body shapes and poses,
we introduce several synthetic and real datasets.
Our synthetic dataset was created from synthetically
generated mesh data. The motivation behind this is that
it allows us to easily annotate the ground-truth anthropo-
metric measurements, and carefully evaluate the behavior
of our method under different conditions, such as different
body shapes, different poses, and different levels of occlu-
sion. In particular, we employed the MPII Human Shape
Model [24]. This rigged statistical shape model was cre-
ated from the CAESAR dataset [31], which contains a wide
variety of body shapes represented as 3D meshes. These
meshes are in vertex correspondence, and annotations for
body parts and joint positions are provided. We used this
model to create two different datasets (see Fig. 1): one
where all subjects have the same pose but different body
shapes, and one where both the pose and body shape vary.
We will refer to these datasets as HumanFP and HumanVP,
respectively. In both cases, the data was obtained by sam-
pling from the 4000 CAESAR-fitted body meshes of [24].
For HumanFP, we used the reference pose with additional
small pose noise. For HumanVP, we randomly assigned a
pose combination chosen from a set of 750 sub-poses of up-
per body (bending, torsion), arm (straight, angled, support-
ing head,...) and leg (straight, angled) to each one of these
meshes. Some of the resulting meshes are shown in Fig. 1.
We then obtained the ground-truth anthropometric measure-
ments by using geodesic distances on the meshes and the
joint position annotations. In particular, we measured the
body height, the shoulder width, the leg length, the foot
length, as well as a set of circumferences and thicknesses.
Ultimately, our goal is to predict anthropometric measure-
ments from depth data. Therefore, given all the meshes in-
troduced above, we rendered depth images from 12 differ-
ent viewpoints (random 22.5◦ steps around 2 rotation axes)
using OpenGL. To this end, we employed a virtual cam-
era that mimics the projection and noise properties of the
Kinect sensor [22]. This resulted in a total of about 35 000
depth images for HumanFP and 50 000 for HumanVP. In
our experiments, we partitioned these images into training
and test sets based on the 4000 mesh models. We used 70%
of the models for training and 30% for testing.
To evaluate our approach on real data, we recorded depth
images of 20 subjects (aged 24-34, 20/80 female/male, 161-
195cm height) wearing clothes in upright and lie-down
poses using a Kinect sensor. To obtain ground-truth, we
physically measured the anthropometric values of inter-
est on these subjects. Some examples from the resulting
datasets are shown in Fig. 1(c,d).
4.2. Setup
We trained two versions of our model, one for each of
the two synthetic datasets described above. We then eval-
uated the resulting models on the corresponding synthetic
test data and real Kinect data. In the case of HumanFP,
where all the subjects have the same reference pose, we
employed a forest with 8 trees, trained to depth 24. For Hu-
manVP, which also contains different poses, we made use
of 16 trees, thus reflecting the fact that this dataset is more
challenging. At test time, we randomly sampled 512 center
pixels in every image. With 16 trees, this results in a total
runtime of 2.3 ms per image on the CPU (Hardware: In-
tel Core i7-4790K CPU 4.00GHz, 16Gb RAM). We found
that increasing the number of sample points did not fur-
ther improve accuracy. This number, however, can be re-
duced down to 128, which increases speed (0.6 ms per im-
age) with only minor loss in accuracy. We trained one forest
for each body measurement, although we empirically found
that transferability of the trained forests between different
measurements is very high: With only little loss in accu-
racy, we can re-use one single forest structure with different
leaf weights per measurement (obtained by the refinement
strategy) to speed up inference and reduce memory impact.
The complete set of hyper-parameters is summarized in the
supplementary material.
In our experiments, we compare our results to the follow-
ing model-based baseline: We employed metric regression
forests [27] to predict dense correspondences between the
depth map pixels and the MPII HumanShape model [24].
We then used these correspondences to first align the mesh
model with the observed data, and second to perform model
fitting by gradient descent on the model shape parameters.
After this initialization, we further refined the results by al-
ternating alignment and fitting with ICP-based correspon-
dences and optimized until convergence. To avoid local
minima, we performed optimization starting from 3 differ-
ent initial shapes and selected the solution with the best fit.
Finally, we computed the body measurements from the re-
sulting mesh. We refer to this baseline as [27]+ICP.
4.3. Results
We report results on a variety of anthropometric body
measurements, which, we believe, illustrates the generality
of our approach. We measure prediction errors using mean
absolute error (MAE) and error standard deviation (ESD).
Real data. We first compare our method to the model-
based baseline on real Kinect data, which reflects the re-
alistic application scenario. Our real datasets are unfortu-
nately too small to directly train a regression model. Since
our models were trained from synthetic data, this real data
involves several challenges that have not been explicitly ad-
dressed at training time: clothing, reflections, shape model
realism, and pose deviations. To account for this domain
transfer, we increase our regularization to λw = λs =
10−2. As the 3D mesh model is only an approximation to a
real person, measurements should in principle be corrected.
To this end, we estimate a constant offset value from the
mean error, which we found to generalize well.
In Table 1, we compare our results with those of our
model-based baseline. In short, our approach yields slightly
more accurate predictions for much faster runtimes. On
KinectUpright, we found the hip girth prediction to be the
least reliable. We attribute this primarily to the effect of
clothing, which makes the thighs appear thicker than they
actually are. In general, the KinectLiedown scenario is more
challenging for both our approach and the baseline, due to
very challenging self occlusions. We conjecture that this in-
troduces ambiguities between the arms and the torso, which
affect our predictions. We observed that leg length is typi-
cally easier to estimate, due to the good leg visibility.
We also provide the errors and computation times re-
ported by other papers on the same anthropometric mea-
surements in Table 2. Although a comparison of these val-
ues with ours has to be treated with caution, since they have
not been computed on the same data, it still gives an idea of
the accuracy of our method and shows in particular the dif-
ferent orders of magnitude in the required processing time.
Note that we were unable to find publicly available imple-
mentations of other methods, and that the results reported
by these methods are on proprietary data. This data, how-
ever, typically depicts varying shapes and poses, but all re-
lated methods make use of multiple views [5,8,10] or se-
quences [7,13], and thus assume a controlled environment
without any occlusions.
Synthetic data. We made use of our synthetic data to pro-
vide an extensive evaluation of the different components of
our approach and of its robustness to occlusions. For these
experiments, we set the regularizer weights to weaker val-
ues, i.e., λw = λs = 10−3. In Table 3, we compare the
results of our complete approach with those obtained with
several baselines. A complete comparison of our approach
with several baselines for varying levels of occlusions is
provided in supplementary material.
Our first baseline is a standard random regression for-
est, as described in Section 3.1. Note that we significantly
outperform this baseline on both HumanFP and HumanVP.
A more interesting comparison can be done with the forest
refinement procedure of [30], which still works on individ-
ual samples. Note that our approach consistently outper-
forms this baseline, thus showing the importance of work-
ing at image-level. Finally, to evaluate the influence of
our reliability refinement step, we compare our approach
with a baseline using our image-level prediction refinement
scheme, but without exploiting our reliability values. Our
complete approach reduces error deviation and still outper-
forms this baseline. However, the gap on HumanVP is quite
small in several cases; our approach really yields noticeably
higher accuracy on the shoulder width and weight.
In Table 4, we evaluate the robustness of our approach
to occlusions. In particular, we included different levels of
rectangular occlusions (RO), including none at all (NO) at
training time. We created multiple (2 to 4) instances of each
depth image, and incorporated these occlusions at random
locations by overwriting regions of the image or cropping
the image itself. For evaluation, we applied the same ran-
dom procedure to the test depth maps while making sure a
desired percentage of depth points are occluded. We fur-
ther tested on more realistic occlusions, created using free-
form occlusions shaped as humans and pieces of furniture
(FO). The results in Table 4 show that, in both the single
pose and the varying pose settings, while influenced by the
occlusions, our approach consistently outperforms [30] and
our approach without reliability (NR), which was the best-
performing baseline according to our previous experiments.
Note that our method also remains robust to free-form oc-
clusions, even though they were not included in the training
set. We can conclude that the concept of local reliability
improves prediction accuracy in most cases of severe oc-
clusion. In summary, we believe that our experiments ev-
idence the importance of leveraging multiple local predic-
tions, some of which will come from unoccluded data.
Our model trained from HumanFP corresponds to a fixed
pose. In the following experiment, we evaluate the robust-
ness of such a model to pose variations at test time. To
this end, we employed the DYNA dataset [26].Starting from
a fixed pose, the ’jumping jacks’ sequence lets us evaluate
how much the predictions degrade as the pose varies in the
following frames. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for several an-
thropometric measurements. We apply each method frame-
by-frame, without temporal filtering. Note that our method
is robust to small pose variations, but the error of some mea-
surements, such as hip girth and arm length, increases when
the variations become too large. Other measurements, such
as shoulder width and neck-to-hip distance, are more ro-
Dataset
Approach Leg Length Shoulder W. Neck-Hip D. Arm Length Hip Girth CPU Time
Average 77 38 63 50 105 -
KinectUpright
(trained on HumanFP)
[27]+ICP 2.6(3.0) 2.4(3.0) 3.2(3.8) 2.7(3.3) 4.0(4.9) 12
Ours 2.5(2.8) 2.2(2.6) 2.7(3.1) 2.5(2.8) 3.9(4.7) 0.002
KinectLieDown
(trained on HumanVP)
[27]+ICP 2.5(2.4) 3.1(2.8) 4.1(5.3) 3.6(4.5) 4.6(6.2) 12
Ours 2.3(2.5) 2.9(2.4) 4.1(5.1) 3.4(3.9) 4.8(5.9) 0.002
MAE (ESD) [cm] s
Table 1. Comparison of our approach with a model-based baseline on real data. We report errors for different measurements, as well
as runtimes. The average value for each measurement was taken from the MPII Human Shape [24] model pool. Note that our approach
yields lower errors than the model-fitting baseline and is much faster.
Approach Leg Length Shoulder W. Neck-Hip D. Arm Length Hip Girth CPU Time
Model-based
[43] 1.5 − 2.4 1.7 2.1 76
[42] − − 2.3 2.6 3.5 3900
Model-free
[39] 2.1 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.8 354
[6] − − − − 3.2 20
[5] 3.1 1.0 2.1 2.3 2.6 826
[41] 2.9 − − 2.6 8.4 −
Unit MAE (ESD) [cm] s
Table 2. Errors and runtimes reported by other papers on proprietary datasets for the same measurements as in Table 1. Note that
these methods make use of depth sequences and/or multiple views to predict the measurements. Despite this, our errors, reported in Table 1
are comparable to theirs, and our runtimes much faster.
Measurement [27]+ICP Raw Forest [30] Ours (NR) Ours Unit
H
um
an
F
P
Body Height 2.1(1.4) 1.9(2.4) 1.8(2.4) 1.1(1.5) 1.1(1.4) cm
Belly Thickness 2.0(1.7) 0.6(0.8) 0.4(0.6) 0.3(0.4) 0.3(0.3) cm
Shoulder Width 1.0(0.8) 0.4(0.5) 0.3(0.4) 0.2(0.2) 0.2(0.2) cm
Leg Length 0.5(0.4) 0.5(0.6) 0.5(0.6) 0.3(0.4) 0.3(0.4) cm
Foot Length 0.6(0.5) 0.3(0.4) 0.2(0.3) 0.2(0.2) 0.1(0.2) cm
Body Weight 8.5(7.1) 2.8(3.5) 1.8(2.6) 1.4(1.6) 1.1(1.5) kg
H
um
an
V
P
Body Height 6.4(6.5) 4.0(5.2) 3.9(5.1) 2.9(3.5) 2.9(3.4) cm
Belly Thickness 3.3(2.8) 1.1(1.6) 1.1(1.6) 0.9(1.2) 0.9(1.2) cm
Shoulder Width 2.1(1.6) 0.8(1.1) 0.8(1.1) 0.7(0.9) 0.6(0.7) cm
Leg Length 1.6(1.6) 1.0(1.3) 1.0(1.3) 0.8(1.0) 0.8(0.9) cm
Foot Length 1.3(1.1) 0.6(0.8) 0.6(0.8) 0.5(0.6) 0.5(0.6) cm
Body Weight 14.0(12.6) 5.1(7.6) 5.2(7.7) 4.4(5.7) 4.2(5.2) kg
Table 3. Evaluation on synthetic data. We compare our approach without (NR) and with reliability measure with a model-fitting baseline,
a raw random forest, sample-based refinement [30]. We report the MAE (ESD) in the no occlusion (NO) setting.
[30] Ours (NR) Ours
Measurement 25% RO 50% RO FO 25% RO 50% RO FO 25% RO 50% RO FO
H
um
an
F
P
Body Height 2.7(3.6) 3.7(4.8) 4.7(5.9) 1.9(2.5) 2.8(3.8) 3.9(5.0) 1.7(2.4) 2.4(3.4) 3.6(4.7)
Belly Thickness 0.7(1.0) 1.0(1.5) 2.0(2.7) 0.5(0.7) 0.8(1.2) 1.7(2.4) 0.4(0.6) 0.7(1.1) 1.7(2.3)
Shoulder Width 0.5(0.7) 0.7(1.0) 1.2(1.5) 0.3(0.5) 0.6(0.8) 1.0(1.3) 0.3(0.4) 0.5(0.7) 0.9(1.2)
Leg Length 0.7(0.9) 0.9(1.2) 1.1(1.4) 0.5(0.7) 0.7(1.0) 0.9(1.2) 0.4(0.6) 0.6(0.8) 0.9(1.1)
Foot Length 0.4(0.5) 0.6(0.7) 0.8(1.0) 0.3(0.4) 0.4(0.6) 0.7(0.9) 0.2(0.3) 0.4(0.5) 0.6(0.8)
Body Weight 3.1(4.5) 4.8(6.8) 8.4(12.0) 2.2(3.1) 3.7(5.2) 7.2(10.1) 1.9(2.8) 3.3(4.9) 7.0(9.4)
H
um
an
V
P
Body Height 5.2(6.6) 6.0(7.6) 5.1(6.4) 4.3(5.4) 5.3(6.7) 4.2(5.3) 4.1(5.3) 5.2(6.6) 4.1(5.0)
Belly Thickness 1.8(2.5) 2.3(3.0) 2.1(2.8) 1.5(1.9) 2.0(2.5) 1.6(2.2) 1.4(1.8) 1.9(2.5) 1.6(2.2)
Shoulder Width 1.3(1.6) 1.5(1.9) 1.4(1.7) 1.2(1.5) 1.5(1.8) 1.2(1.6) 0.9(1.2) 1.3(1.6) 1.1(1.3)
Leg Length 1.3(1.6) 1.5(1.8) 1.2(1.6) 1.2(1.5) 1.4(1.7) 1.1(1.4) 1.0(1.3) 1.3(1.6) 1.0(1.3)
Foot Length 0.9(1.1) 1.1(1.3) 0.9(1.1) 0.7(0.9) 0.9(1.2) 0.7(0.9) 0.7(0.9) 0.9(1.1) 0.7(0.8)
Body Weight 8.2(11.4) 10.3(14.0) 8.8(12.2) 7.2(8.5) 9.0(11.2) 6.2(8.8) 6.4(8.2) 8.5(11.1) 6.1(8.8)
Table 4. Impact of occlusions. We compare our approach without (NR) and with reliability measure with the sample-based refinement
of[30]. We consider rectangular occlusions (RO) covering up to 25% and 50% of the image, as well as free-form occlusions (FO).
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[27]+ICP Ours
Leg Length 0.78 0.22
Shoulder Width 0.82 0.40
Neck-Hip D. 1.24 0.39
Arm Length 1.16 0.77
Hip Girth 1.78 1.70
Standard Deviation [cm]
Table 5. Pose stability on the DYNA [25] ’jumping jacks’ sequence. We compare our approach with the model-based baseline. Note
that both methods have been trained only on the reference pose (start frame). Altogether, both methods yield larger errors as the pose
varies, but the results of our approach are smoother over time.
Approach Leg Length Shoulder W. Neck-Hip D. Arm Length Hip Girth Time
[3] 0.6(0.7) 0.6(0.7) 0.4(0.5) 1.5(2.1) 1.1(1.2) 216
[7] 0.9(0.6) 0.2(0.4) 0.3(0.5) 0.3(0.2) 0.4(0.4) 0.450 (GPU)
[8] 2.0(1.9) 0.6(0.6) 1.8(1.7) 1.3(1.2) 2.6(2.5) 0.30
Ours (frontal) 0.5(0.7) 0.4(0.5) 0.7(0.9) 0.8(1.1) 1.4(2.0) 0.002
Ours (trained frontal) 0.2(0.4) 0.1(0.3) 0.3(0.5) 0.4(0.7) 0.5(0.8) 0.002
Ours 0.5(0.7) 0.5(0.6) 0.8(1.0) 0.9(1.2) 2.0(2.8) 0.002
Ours (depth data) 0.5(0.6) 0.3(0.4) 0.6(0.6) 0.5(0.6) 1.3(1.2) 0.002
Unit MAE (ESD) [cm] s
Table 6. Anthropometry from silhouette. We compare our approach to state-of-the-art methods using synthetically generated silhouettes.
Although the test datasets are not the same for all methods, all are derived from CAESAR [31] data and are therefore sampled from the
same distribution. Our approach yields errors comparable to the baselines for faster runtimes, which demonstrates its generality.
bust to these pose variations. Compared to the model-based
baseline, our method tends to produce slightly higher errors
on poses far away from the training pose, but overall the
results are temporally smoother.
Anthropometry from silhouette. Note that our approach
is not limited to working with depth images. To illus-
trate this, we therefore evaluate its accuracy at predicting
anthropometric measurements from single silhouette im-
ages, assuming known camera calibration and constant dis-
tance to the camera. We rendered noisy silhouette im-
ages from our HumanFP dataset and trained 16 trees for
each body measurement. Here, the depth-difference fea-
tures act as foreground/background comparisons. In Ta-
ble 6, we compare our method with different state-of-the-art
approaches, including a model fitting approach [3], a CNN-
based method [7] and CCA-Forests [8]. Note that these
baseline numbers were directly taken from their respective
papers, and were obtained using different training and test
data. In all cases, however, this data was obtained from the
CAESAR data in a similar way as in this paper. Thus, as-
suming all methods used a representative set, this compari-
son remains meaningful. Although using only a single im-
age from varying viewpoints in our test data, our approach
yields accuracies that are on par with methods that use both
a frontal as well as a lateral silhouette [3, 7, 8]. When us-
ing frontal test data only, our results further improve, par-
ticularly if our model was trained from frontal silhouettes
as well. Importantly, our method is much faster than these
baselines. Table 6 also shows the accuracy loss compared
to using depth data. We believe that this shows the gen-
erality of our approach, and its potential to adapt to other
applications.
5. Conclusions
We have introduced a highly efficient approach to infer-
ring anthropometric measurements from depth data. To this
end, we have exploited random regression forests to com-
pute local predictions from depth features, and have pro-
posed to accumulate these local predictions into a global,
image-level one using sample reliability values. Further-
more, we have introduced a novel forest refinement strategy
and developed a joint optimization framework for global
prediction and sample reliability refinement. Finally, we
also contribute several real and synthetic datasets, which in-
clude diverse scenarios, such as varying body shapes, poses
and levels of occlusions. Our experiments have demon-
strated that our approach consistently outperforms standard
random forests and sample-based refinement procedures, as
well as a model-based approach. Being computationally in-
expensive, our approach has the potential to be applied for
many tasks, such as soft-biometrics, person re-identification
and ambulant medical diagnosis.
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